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THRILL Vertical Fogger
Vertical fog and light effects generator

Atmospheric effects for maximum attention
Blasts 7 m/25 ft high plumes of LED illuminated fog that 
simulate pyrotechnical effects, C02 style jets, or “cryo” white 
dense cloud effects.   

Easy plug-n-play control
Works right out of the box with the included 4-channel wire-
less remote control enabling quick programming of the nine 
vibrant pre-programmed colors and fog. DMX operable for 
individualized control and design featuring fog, color mixing, 
simulated color wheel, and dynamic shutter effects.

Fog effects at any angle
The THRILL Vertical Fogger includes a mounting bracket 
allowing the machine to be set up at any angle. The fixture 
can even be mounted upside-down and affixed to a truss or 
ceiling simply by inverting the fluid reservoir. 

Fire this machine up and your party, show, event or business presentation is guaranteed to turn heads. Get maximum 
attention when you instantly fill the room with a hefty blast of fog and light from virtually any direction. Beyond just 
lights and fog, its nozzle is designed to produce a boisterous noise simulating a natural fissure in the earth—creating 
an astonishingly real “volcanic” effect. And you can link multiple units for even bigger impact. 

MARTIN HERITAGE
For 30 years, the Martin brand has been the leading choice of profes-
sional lighting designers, rental and production houses, and install-
ers across the global architectural, commercial, and entertainment 
lighting markets. With the THRILL series, Martin is bringing its indus-
try-leading excellence in dynamic light and visual effects to new audi-
ences by providing more affordable and easier-to-use models, while 
still retaining a die-hard dedication to quality and our customers.

WORKS RIGHT OUT OF THE BOX
With easy-to-use presets and an included wireless remote, THRILL 
Vertical Fogger is a perfect fit for musicians, DJs and home enthusi-
asts who want to spend their time focused on entertaining, rather than 
setting up and controlling complex equipment.

 

PORTABLE AND LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN
Its portable and lightweight design makes it ideal for on-the-go en-
tertainers and small venues working with limited stage footprints. It’s 
also perfect for rental companies who want to supply fog and lighting 
solutions for smaller setups that do not have the budget for profes-
sional lighting operators.

PERFORMANCE
The THRILL Vertical Fogger is an atmospheric fog machine that fea-
tures built-in LED lights capable of producing high-velocity 7 m/25 ft 
high plumes of colored fog that simulate pyrotechnical effects, C02 
style jets, or “cryo” white dense cloud effects. With 21 bright R/G/B 
LEDs and 36 color presets, the THRILL Vertical Fogger offers virtually 
limitless color mixing + strobe and dimmer for added wow-effect. For 
more control options, it can also be operated via DMX.

KEY MESSAGES



THRILL Vertical Fogger adds a dramatic flair to live entertainment, 
installation or special effects. Such as  band performances, DJ/club 
setups, and makes an unforgettable impression during product pre-
sentations, sports team entrances or other ceremonies.

APPLICATIONS

Fixture type: Vertical fog and light effects generator

Fog effect: On/off operation, maximum 7 m/25 ft plumes

Applicable fluid: RUSH Fog Fluid

Dynamic effects: Color mixing, 36 color presets, strobe, dimmer

LED engine: 21 x 3 W RGB, 7 each R, G, B

Control: DMX, wireless remote control, pushbutton on/off

Protection rating: IP20, dry locations only

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

P/N EU: 92215402 P/N US: 92215403

UPC EU: 668705002899  UPC US: 668705002882

EAN EU: 5706681237548 EAN US: 5706681237593

Unit Dimensions: L: 455 mm x W: 305 mm x H: 199 mm  
 (L: 17.9 in x W: 12 in x H: 7.8 in)

Packaged Dimensions: L: 525 mm x W: 390 mm x H: 280 mm  
 (L: 20.7 in x W: 15.4 in x H: 11.0 in)

Weight, boxed/unboxed: 11.0/7.3 kg (24.3/16.1 lb)

ORDER SPECIFICATIONS 

THRILL VERTICAL FOGGER

Wireless remote control

Mains cable

Hanging bracket and safety bolt

IN THE BOX
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